BE A GOBIG AGENT
TARGET MARKETS
Agents visit markets, garages, factories, industries, bus stops, malls, etc.
Agents go to Facebook groups, Whatsapp groups, Telegram, Instagram, etc.
Agents go to conferences, workshops, showgrounds, exhibitions, etc.
Agents go to churches, schools, companies, to look for investors.
Agent looks for people who have secured orders to but lack capital.
Agents looks for people who need a loan for short term, and have security.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
GoBigHub earns 2% on one day cash deals and shares with agents equally.
Agents are free to negotiate more, and earn half of negotiated daily returns.
GoBigHub earns 1% per day on loans secured by motor vehicles parked.
GoBigHub shares gross profits margins with entrepreneurs for contracts financed.
GoBigHub offers investors 6% monthly, simple interest, for investors withdrawing monthly.
GoBigHub offers investors 100% return per year, that is, 6% monthly interest compounded.
GoBigHub utilizes investments to fund contracts and one day-one week deals, secured.
GoBig Agents attend daily training organized by team leaders.
Agents print their own business cards and IDs.

HOW MUCH CAN I EARN?
Like all sales job that pay commission, your earning is only limited by your sales.
When you introduce an investor, you earn 6% direct commission.
E.G. If your referrals invests UGX. 10M, you earn directly UGX. 600K.
You earn 1% in indirect commission, for every level upto level 9.
E.G. If your second referral invests UGX. 10m, you earn UGX. 100K.
You earn 6% in indirect commission on the investments at level 10.
E.G. If total investments in level 10 are UGX. 100M, you earn indirectly UGX. 6M.
You earn 14% in indirect commission, upto 10 levels deep.
E.G. If your referrals refer investors UGX. 100M, you earn indirectly UGX. 14M.
When you bring a profit sharing deal, you earn 30% of the gross profits.
E.G. If you do deals worth gross profits of UGX. 1m, you earn UGX. 300k.
When you bring a loan deal, you earn 2% of the amount financed.
E.G. If you bring a deal of a loan with car parked worth UGX. 5M, you earn UGX. 100K.
Agents who close a deal of UGX. 10M deal in first week earn UGX. 200K monthly bonus.
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